Bismillah, ar-Rahman, ar-Rahim
"None of you will believe until you love for your brother what you love for yourself."

I'm trying to ask scholars to address this topic:

 By who and when can a Muslim be put in jail,
 What are the rights of the prisoners and their families?
Our Muslim brother got arrested
He was put in jail without being told why
they released him after 4 month's saying sorry the ‘'source provided wrong intelligence'’.
no compensation
The story does not end here
Will not tell how he lost his business nor how his wife and kids suffered
More important is his first account of what is happening in these prisons

 Reportedly there are around 400 Muslims still in this jail
 Most of them are innocent
 He daily witnessed Torture
 No education program or activities (1)
 Bad or no food
 Access to medical services are denied (2)
 Very poor Hygiene
Notes:
Their where just a few copies of the Quran and some tasbih, after complaining they received 2
lectures (in four months) and some writings of al-Maqdisi and Qatada .
(2) Our Brother was told that their where no medical services available, however when he left the
jail to a building nearby to be cleared by the Judge to go home he saw room full of medical
supplies.
(1)

What can you do for these innocent oppressed Muslims?

We sent different request to scholars to try to address this issue
Hani as Siba’i promised to reply one and half year ago
Maqdisi and Qatada never answered
Dr Abdel Haleem is the only one who recently has sent us a reply,
you can see his comments on Muslim prisoners rights here: http://justpaste.it/Drabdelhaleem
This is not enough: we demand a public lecture on this topic
These scholars should not be afraid to loose followers because there is no need in
mentioning names, all groups in Syria are guilty of these non-Islamic behaviors.
Benefit of publicly explaining the process of who and when a Muslim can be imprisoned
and what the rights of the prisoner and his families are is that this message can by the
will of Allah reach those who are working in these prisons, the judges and the Muslim in
general.
The Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him)
commanded to be kind to prisoners and to treat them well
Mujahid said, ”they would give food to these prisoners even though they themselves
desired it and loved it.” [Tafsir Ibn Kathir: The Deeds of these Righteous People]

The prophet  ﷺordered to treat the captives of the idolater’s good
so what about the treatment of Muslim captives?

O ye who believe! Avoid suspicion as much (as possible):
for suspicion in some cases is a sin:
And spy not on each other behind their backs. (sūrat l-ḥujurāt verse 12)
Setting up any person is very easy, just take one witness with you go to any courthouse
make up a good story, best working method is saying that person is with the Assad
regime or with da’esh will get the victim locked up without any evidence.
Another Brother was torture by JN for 10 days, then a witness was called in to say JN
got wrong person. Accusing him of da’esh could not be withheld and he was released
due to outside pressure from influential brothers.Truth is that the brother witnessed JN
Secret Intelligence Service engaged in illegal (Haram) trade, and openly spoke about it.

Jabhat al-Nusra amniyyin (Secret Intelligence Service) come like thugs at 2a.m in the
morning heavily armed, masked and without identifying themselves or a warrant of a
judge, kidnap Muslims from their homes on suspicions and hear saying (Qila wa Qala)

Families are left behind traumatized without knowing who took their loved ones.
After putting Muslims in Jail, the amniyyin start interrogating their victims and search
for evidence. After obtaining evidence sometimes by brutally torturing their victims they
present the case to a Judge.
In the case of our Muslim brother, good connection with individuals of different groups
was the key to find out his whereabouts. Connections within JN confirmed us he was held
in JN prison. This did not come as a surprise, the brother previously was a member of JN
just like us, he took distance from the group after seeing corruption and not being able
to make any change. If we did not put pressure JN; Allahu Alam he would still be in jail.

All courts are affiliated and bias to their group, every person can start his own group,
there are more than 50 rebel groups in Syria, practically each of these groups can open a
jail or courthouse, something must be done, the whole community is a prey ready to be
cached at any time by anyone. Read also report of Huthaifa Azzam http://justpaste.it/pa94
More about me and why I left Jabhat al-Nusra: http://soon/
Intervieuw with Moazzem Begg from CAGE ‘’ Should new Muslim leaders torture prisoners as was
done 2 them?’’ youtu.be/OAZtWp5i5yc

Allah's Messenger ( )ﷺsaid, "Help your brother,
whether he is an oppressor or he is an oppressed one.
People asked, "O Allah's Messenger (!)ﷺ
It is all right to help him if he is oppressed,
but how should we help him if he is an oppressor?"

The Prophet ( )ﷺsaid, "By preventing him from oppressing others."

" Beware of the supplications of the oppressed,
for there is no barrier between it and Allah."
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

